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In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?

Presidential Candidate Fears “Gulf Of Tonkin” To Provoke Iran War
Developments converge to signify inevitable conflict despite ongoing chaos in Iraq
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Republican Congressman and 2008 Presidential candidate Ron Paul fears a staged Gulf of
Tonkin style incident may be used to provoke air strikes on Iran as numerous factors collide
to heighten expectations that America may soon be embroiled in its third war in six years.

Writing in his syndicated weekly column, the representative of Texas’ 14th district warns of
“a contrived Gulf of Tonkin-type incident (that) may occur to gain popular support for an
attack on Iran.”

The August 1964 Gulf of Tonkin incident, where US warships were apparently attacked by
North Vietnamese PT Boats, was cited by President Johnson as a legitimate provocation
mandating U.S. escalation in Vietnam, yet Tonkin was a staged charade that never took
place. Declassified LBJ presidential tapes discuss how to spin the non-event to escalate it as
justification for air strikes and the NSA faked intelligence data to make it appear as if two US
ships had been lost.

Should a staged provocation take place in an attempt to justify striking Iran it would not be
the first time the current administration has considered such a ploy.

In February 2006, documents were leaked of a conversation between British Prime Minister
Tony  Blair  and  President  Bush  in  which  different  scenarios  to  try  to  provoke  Saddam into
making a rod for his own back were discussed. One included painting a U.S. spy plane in UN
colors  and  flying  it  low  over  Iraq  in  the  hope  it  would  be  shot  down  and  the  incident
exploited  as  a  means  of  enlisting  international  support  for  the  2003  invasion.

Paul, who on Friday announced his intention to run for President in 2008, has resolved to
introduce legislation in the coming weeks to head off the drift towards war, encouraging a
commitment to policies of dialogue as outlined by the Iraq Study Group.

Commentators largely agree that the furore surrounding President Bush’s speech in which
he ordered the deployment of a further 20,000 troops to Iraq is a manufactured distraction
to divert attention away from alarming developments that grease the skids for an inevitable
conflict with Iran.
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